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Rapid intraoperative assessment of breast excision specimens is clinically important because up to 40% of patients undergoing breast-conserving cancer surgery require reexcision for positive or close margins. We demonstrate nonlinear microscopy (NLM) for the assessment of benign and malignant breast pathologies in fresh surgical specimens. A total of 179 specimens from 50 patients was imaged with NLM using rapid nonlinear intrinsic staining with acridine orange and intrinsic second harmonic contrast generation from collagen. Imaging was performed on fresh, intact specimens without the need for fixation, embedding, and sectioning required for conventional histopathology. A visualization method to aid pathological interpretation is presented that maps NLM contrast from two-photon fluorescence and second harmonic signals to features closely resembling histopathology using hematoxylin and eosin staining. Mosaicking is used to overcome trade-offs between resolution and field of view, enabling imaging of subcellular features over square-centimeter specimens. After NLM examination, specimens were processed for standard paraffin-embedded histology using a protocol that coregistered histological sections to NLM images for paired assessment. Blinded NLM reading by three pathologists achieved 95.4% sensitivity and 93.3% specificity, compared with paraffin-embedded histology, for identifying invasive cancer and ductal carcinoma in situ versus benign breast tissue. Interobserver agreement was $\kappa = 0.88$ for NLM and $\kappa = 0.89$ for histology. These results show that NLM achieves high diagnostic accuracy, can be rapidly performed on unfixed specimens, and is a promising method for intraoperative margin assessment.

Significance

Development of methods for rapid intraoperative assessment of breast pathologies is important for decreasing the rate of surgical reexcisions during breast-conserving therapy. Frozen-section analysis is the most widely used method for intraoperative margin assessment but is time consuming, has limited diagnostic accuracy, and produces freezing artifacts. This manuscript demonstrates nonlinear microscopy for rapid assessment of surgical breast specimens without need for fixation, embedding, and sectioning required for conventional histology. Blinded reading of nonlinear microscopy images by three pathologists achieved 95.4% sensitivity, 93.3% specificity, and 94.1% overall accuracy compared with histology for identifying invasive cancer and ductal carcinoma in situ versus benign breast tissue. The results suggest that nonlinear microscopy is a promising method for intraoperative assessment of breast surgical excision specimens.
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and mouse mammary glands (27, 28). Similarly, fluorescence confocal studies demonstrated rapid imaging of excised tissue surfaces but did not evaluate correspondence with histological diagnoses (29). Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and optical coherence microscopy (OCM) provide depth-resolved imaging using backscattered light (30). Early OCT studies investigated ex vivo breast pathologies and correspondence with histology (31, 32). Zhou et al. (33) correlated OCT and en face OCT images with corresponding histology in 44 ex vivo human breast specimens, but did not assess diagnostic sensitivity or specificity. Nguyen et al. (34) performed OCT imaging on breast specimens from 37 patients and demonstrated 100% sensitivity and 82% specificity for detecting positive or close margins compared with histology, using a 17-specimen training set and 20-specimen study set. Assayag et al. (35) performed the most comprehensive study to date, conducting a blinded reading of 75 specimens from 22 patients using full-field en face OCT with corresponding histology. Reading by two pathologists yielded 94% and 90% sensitivity and 75% and 79% specificity, respectively, for detecting benign vs. cancer pathology. These results are promising, but because OCT has limited nuclear contrast, image interpretation uses different features than those in standard histology. Significant training is required for accurate interpretation and specificities have been limited.

Nonlinear (multiphoton, two-photon, and harmonic generation) microscopy (NLM), developed by Denk, Strickler, and Webb (36) in 1990, enables high-resolution imaging in optically scattering tissues, providing a powerful alternative to OCT and OCM. NLM has reduced imaging depth compared with OCT and OCM, but improved depths over fluorescence and confocal microscopy (37, 38). The ability to use both intrinsic and extrinsic contrast in NLM enables visualizing nuclear size and shape, and morphological changes, such as reorganization of collagen, associated with breast cancer (39–41). An early study by Zipfel et al. (42) suggested the potential of NLM for imaging intact tissue, demonstrating in vivo imaging with intrinsic two-photon fluorescence (TPF) and second harmonic generation (SHG) contrast in mice. However, to our knowledge, there are no previous studies assessing the diagnostic performance of NLM in human breast pathologies.

In this manuscript, we demonstrate NLM assessment of breast pathologies in fresh, unfixed surgical specimens. A rapid staining, nuclear-bound extrinsic fluorophore combined with intrinsic contrast from stromal collagen allows direct visualization of features analogous to those in paraffin-embedded histology. Clinical pathology interpretation is facilitated by mapping TPF and SHG NLM contrast channels to display structures and colors analogous to H&E staining. We overcome the limited field of view (FOV) in high-magnification imaging using a combination of scanning and field mosaicking, enabling subcellular resolution over square-centimeter specimens. Blinded reading of NLM images by three breast pathologists achieved 95.4% sensitivity and 93.3% specificity, compared with histology, for identifying invasive cancer and DCIS vs. benign breast tissue. These results suggest the utility of NLM for real-time assessment of breast cancer surgical margin status.

Results

A prospective study with 179 surgical specimens from 50 patients was performed to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of NLM compared with paraffin-embedded histology. NLM images were acquired from freshly excised, unfixed human breast tissue specimens. Specimens were stained with acridine orange (AO) for TPF nuclear contrast and intrinsic SHG from collagen was used as a second channel. To facilitate image interpretation and histopathological diagnosis, NLM detection channels were mapped into pseudo-H&E colors (Fig. 1) with the TPF nuclear and SHG collagen channels displayed as a blue stain and pink counterstain, respectively (Materials and Methods). Examples of NLM images and corresponding paraffin-embedded histology of normal breast tissue, DCIS, and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) are shown. Additional examples of fibroadenoma and invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) are in Fig. S1.

Normal Breast Tissue. Breast parenchyma consists of lobes, separated by fibro-adipose stroma, that branch into successively smaller ducts, ductules, and terminal ductules (acini). These acini are grouped into lobules called terminal duct lobular units (TDLUs). Fig. 2 shows a 6 × 6.25-mm NLM image and corresponding paraffin-embedded histology of a normal breast specimen. The NLM dataset consisted of eight depth sections acquired at 25-μm increments from the tissue surface and sampled at 600-megapixel native resolution. NLM shows cross-sections of acini lined by a two-cell-layer epithelium supported by a basement membrane (Fig. 2, red box). Normal fibro-adipose stroma is seen with dipocytes consisting of nuclei flattened at the periphery of large lipid droplets (Fig. 2, green box) and fibrocollagenous stroma generating a strong SHG background (Fig. 2, blue box). An enlargement of this figure is in Fig. S2.

DCIS. DCIS is a preinvasive accumulation of neoplastic ductal cells within the lumens of mammary ducts and lobules, present in most invasive breast cancers, and a likely precursor to invasive carcinoma. DCIS is heterogeneous, and the likelihood of progression to invasive breast cancer and recurrence is associated with subtype and grade. Diagnostic criteria for DCIS includes low, intermediate, and high grade, which are distinguished by the presence of increasingly irregular nuclei, and architectural types, including cribriform, micropapillary, solid, or solid with central or comedo necrosis (necrotic tumor cell debris inside ducts). NLM achieves sufficient resolution to identify nuclear and architectural features enabling real-time histopathological assessment of DCIS type and grade. Fig. 3 shows an 8.25 × 5-mm NLM image and corresponding paraffin-embedded histology with examples of DCIS subtypes. The NLM dataset consisted of six depth sections acquired at 10-μm increments from the tissue surface and each sampled at 660-megapixel native resolution. NLM shows dilated ducts lined by monotonous cells with finger-like protruberences in the lumen, indicative of micropapillary growth (Fig. 3, red box). Micropapillary DCIS is a subtype that may be more widespread and underestimated by mammography and, therefore, is a known risk factor for local recurrence after BCT. NLM also shows comedo necrosis (Fig. 3, green box), which indicates high-grade DCIS and is a predictor of recurrence. The duct lumen is filled with a central area of necrotic debris and surrounded by large pleomorphic cells with prominent nucleoli (Fig. 3, blue box). An enlargement of this figure is in Fig. S3.

Invasive Carcinoma. In BCT, primary lesions commonly consist of invasive ductal or lobular carcinoma, accounting for 80% and 15% of all lesions, respectively. Although identifiable on gross surgical examination, invasive carcinomas are often accompanied by nonpalpable, in situ lesions. Breast carcinoma is classified as invasive once it leaves the confines of a duct and cells are present in the stroma. There may be variable gland formation or a linear pattern of invading cells and a wide range of cytologic atypia. Fig. 4 shows a 18.25 × 12-mm region with both DCIS and IDC. The NLM data consisted of eight depth sections acquired at 15-μm increments from the tissue surface, each sampled at 3.5-gigapixel native resolution. NLM shows distinct regions of DCIS and IDC (Right) and benign breast tissue (Left). The intraductal sieve-like features are associated with cribriform DCIS, indicative of a low- to intermediate-grade lesion, characterized by dilated ducts filled with monotonous cells (cells within lesions that are histologically similar) and fenestrations (open spaces within ducts/lobules involved by DCIS) (Fig. 4, red box). IDC is adjacent to DCIS and exhibits neoplastic cells infiltrating...
surrounding breast stroma (Fig. 4, green box). In the benign region, NLM shows areas of intraductal alterations consistent with columnar cell change (Fig. 4, blue box). Here, native epithelial cells are replaced by columnar cells, associated with flat epithelial atypia, atypical ductal hyperplasia, low-grade DCIS, and lobular neoplasia. NLM also shows loss of SHG signal, particularly in areas of IDC, which may result from collagen reorganization and extracellular matrix remodeling known to accompany tumorigenesis (desmoplastic stromal response). Examples of invasive lobular carcinoma were also identified on NLM (Fig. S4). Here, uniform invasive lobular carcinoma cells are shown infiltrating the stroma and arranged in slender linear strands. Magnified regions show nuclear pleomorphism with varying nuclear size and shape (Fig. S4 A and B). Another example of invasive tumor shows carcinoma with mixed ductal and lobular features (Fig. S4 C and D). Invasive lobular carcinoma cells infiltrate adjacent adipocytes and mimic the appearance of fat necrosis. A region of IDC can also be identified with cells arranged in small tubules, cords, and nests. An enlargement of this figure is in Fig. S4.

**Sensitivity and Specificity for NLM Diagnosis of Breast Pathologies.** Surgical margin assessment requires high sensitivity and specificity to differentiate malignant pathologies (invasive cancer and DCIS) vs. benign breast tissue. However, pathology subtypes were also assessed to identify how they contribute to overall sensitivity and specificity. A double-blinded histopathological assessment of NLM images and corresponding paraffin-embedded H&E sections was performed by three pathologists. After reviewing a 30-specimen training set of paired NLM and H&E images, each pathologist diagnosed 138 NLM images while blinded to corresponding H&E. Subtypes assessed included the following: normal breast tissue, fibroadenoma (Fig. S5), usual ductal hyperplasia, fibrocystic changes (including biopsy site changes), lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS), DCIS, IDC, and ILC. Similar pathology subtypes were grouped during data analysis to determine NLM diagnostic accuracy for detecting benign and malignant tissues (Fig. S6). The combined results of the three blinded NLM readings achieved an average 95.4% (95% confidence interval, 90.3–98.0) sensitivity and 93.3% (95% confidence interval, 89.3–95.9) specificity for distinguishing benign tissue vs. invasive cancer and DCIS compared with corresponding H&E diagnoses. Invasive cancer and DCIS were grouped together because these pathology subtypes determine the need for surgical reexcision. The negative predictive value was 97.1% and accuracy was 94.1%. Interobserver agreement between the three pathologists was almost perfect (43) for both NLM and H&E with $\kappa = 0.88$ and $\kappa = 0.89$, respectively (Table 1). The reading times for NLM and
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The detection of these pathologies at surgical margins would not be performed. A larger en face OCT study demonstrated full-field imaging of centimeter specimens with 150- to 200-μm imaging depth. Blinded reads by two pathologists of 75 specimens from 22 patients yielded 94% and 90% sensitivity and 75% and 79% specificity, respectively, for detecting cancer compared with histology (35). Pathology subtyping was not performed, but IDC, DCIS, and fibroadenoma were reported to be more readily identified than other pathologies. Our NLM study has the best diagnostic accuracy and is the largest to date, reporting confidence intervals, interreader agreement, and pathology subtyping. Compared with OCT, NLM has advantages of ease of interpretation with minimal training because NLM images display features analogous to those visualized in H&E staining using an analogous color map.

H&E data were not statistically significantly different, 191 min (mean of 1.38 min per specimen) for NLM and 157 min (mean of 1.14 min per specimen) for H&E with $P = 0.31$.

Discussion

Our results demonstrate NLM can differentiate benign from malignant breast pathologies with accuracies comparable to paraffin-embedded H&E histology. This study also assessed common benign and malignant histopathological subtypes (Fig. S6). For subtypes, specimen numbers were insufficient to achieve statistical significance due to the rarity of some subtypes, but results suggest how subtypes and pathological features influenced NLM diagnostic sensitivity and specificity. Invasive carcinomas and DCIS were most easily diagnosed, whereas benign pathologies (usual ductal hyperplasia and fibrocystic changes) were more difficult. This finding may be expected because both DCIS and usual ductal hyperplasia are proliferative lesions; and fibrocystic changes, which include previous biopsy site changes, may present as reactive atypia. DCIS was often misdiagnosed as IDC; however, both are malignant subtypes and this does not affect overall sensitivity and specificity. It can be difficult to distinguish DCIS from IDC with a nest-like invasive pattern on H&E histology, and immunostains are often used in this situation. Subtype results also showed that LCIS was difficult to diagnose using NLM. Misclassifications of LCIS may be attributed to inconsistent visualization of subnuclear features and distended acini associated with LCIS. However, intraoperative assessment of specimen margin status does not require subtype identification, but only detection of DCIS or invasive carcinoma. Although usual ductal hyperplasia, fibrocystic changes, and LCIS were difficult to identify using NLM, the detection of these pathologies at surgical margins would not clinically alter surgical procedure. Furthermore, NLM was read without knowledge of clinical history or biopsy findings, whereas in an actual clinical surgical scenario, diagnoses from core needle biopsies would be available a priori and NLM would not be used to make de novo diagnoses. This a priori information is expected to further enhance diagnostic accuracy.

The 95.4% sensitivity and 93.3% specificity of NLM is higher sensitivity than FSA, and similar sensitivity, but higher specificity than OCT. FSA has sensitivities from 65% to 91% and specificities from 85% to 100% (16, 17, 20-23). OCT images up to 2 mm below the tissue surface, and a previous breast surgical specimen imaging study demonstrated 100% sensitivity and 82% specificity in a 20-specimen study set (34). However, nuclei were not visualized, diagnoses were made using image features different from standard H&E, and pathology subtyping was not performed. NLM has higher sensitivity than FSA and should improve sampling of the surgical margin. Possible methods for using NLM are discussed in Possible Examination Protocols. Recent studies evaluated intraoperative touch imprint cytology and FSA vs.
paraffin-embedded sections for evaluating breast surgical specimen margins and the rates of subsequent reexcision (44, 45). In these studies, intraoperative margin assessment decreased reexcision rates from ~35% (i.e., postoperative paraffin-embedded section assessment) to ~10–11% (i.e., intraoperative assessment). These studies did not specify the fraction of the margin examined using intraoperative FSA, but examination of one to two sections is standard. Even limited sampling of the margin may substantially reduce healthcare costs, as indicated in a study where intraoperative assessment reduced total surgical costs from $22,013 ± $13,821 to $15,341 ± $4,328 (46).

Image mosaicking was used to acquire NLM images over large FOVs for coregistration with paraffin-embedded histology. Mosaicking was not optimized for speed, and a standard commercial nonlinear microscope was used. These factors contributed to a low NLM imaging speed (Imaging Speed), and we are currently redesigning the microscope to increase FOV and imaging speed. Mosaicking would not be required if image breadloafed specimens and current imaging speeds are sufficient. The feasibility of imaging the entire specimen surface would ultimately depend on NLM imaging speed and specimen size, because surface areas can be many square centimeters for larger specimens.

In practice, intraoperative NLM diagnoses would be confirmed using postoperative paraffin-embedded histology. Our NLM nuclear stain (AO) cationically intercalates nucleic acids and might interfere with histological stains or immunostaining protocols. Our results showed no interference with standard paraffin-embedded H&E staining and no nuclear fluorescence in paraffin-embedded tissue blocks, indicating that acridine staining would not confound fluorescence-based immunohistochemistry techniques such as fluorescence in situ hybridization. A preliminary test using AO-stained tissue for estrogen and progesterone receptor immunohistochemical assays showed no interference (Fig. S7). Additional tests using common immunostains and genetic assays are needed to show AO does not interfere with standard breast cancer assays. It is important to note that nuclear staining of surgical specimens would generally not interfere with molecular and genetic assays because these markers are assessed on core needle biopsy before surgery. Furthermore, NLM would not preclude repeat immunostaining and genetic testing of surgical specimens because acridine only penetrates ~300 μm into the specimen (Assessing Effects of AO Staining), and only exposed specimen surfaces would be stained. This is an important consideration for medical centers archiving surgical specimens for tumor banks.

In conclusion, we report an NLM technology and methodology for imaging unfixed surgical breast specimens. To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess NLM diagnostic performance for breast cancer pathologies. Blinded NLM readings by three pathologists achieved an average 95.4% sensitivity and 93.3% specificity for distinguishing benign tissue vs. invasive cancer and DCIS compared with corresponding H&E diagnoses. Interobserver agreement between the three pathologists for NLM and conventional histology was κ = 0.88 and κ = 0.89, respectively.

NLM can potentially overcome sampling limitations associated with standard paraffin-embedded histology or FSA. The ability of NLM to image in real time, without the need for histological processing, should enable intraoperative assessment. Finally, NLM is nondestructive and subsequent histopathological diagnoses would not be confounded by freezing artifacts common in FSA. These combined advantages suggest that NLM can be a powerful tool for real-time intraoperative assessment of breast cancer surgical specimens and may reduce the rate of repeat surgeries from close or positive margins. In addition, NLM may also be applicable for lung, thyroid, as well as head and neck surgeries requiring real-time assessment of surgical specimens.

**Materials and Methods**

**Tissue Preparation.** Studies were performed under protocols approved by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center Committee on Clinical Investigations and Institutional Review Board. Informed consent was obtained from all patients. Tissues in which DNA from normal tissue was identified as specified by the institutional review board for NLM were not included in the study. Fresh unfixed surgical specimens not required for clinical diagnosis were stored in refrigerated DMEM for less than 4 h before imaging. The tissue was grossed and trimmed to remove extraneous fat and expose breast parenchyma. Specimens were stained with 75 μM AO buffer in DMEM (30 s) and washed in fresh DMEM (30 s). The specimens were held in histology-processing cassettes fitted with a microscope cover slip to provide a flat orientation of the optics. Multiple depth images would be imaged and fixed without disturbing the surface. After NLM, specimens were fixed in 10% (vol/vol) neutral buffered formalin for a minimum of 24 h before processing, embedding, sectioning, and staining. Histological sectioning was performed parallel to the specimen surface to match the NLM imaging plane.

**Large-Field NLM Image Acquisition.** NLM was performed using a 100-fs pulse-duration Ti:sapphire laser (Mira Optima 900-F; Coherent) at ~760-nm with a 76-MHz repetition rate and a commercial nonlinear microscope (Thorlabs). The laser beam was scanned with a 7.9-kHz resonant and slow-axis raster scanning, respectively. Dual-channel photomultipliers (H7422; Hamamatsu) were used to collect nuclear-bound TPF from AO and intrinsic collagen SHG. Signals were separated using 530 ± 25- and 370 ± 25-nm fluorescence filter cubes. Images were acquired using <20-mW power on the sample. High-magnification fields were imaged using a 20×, 0.95 N.A. objective (XLUMPL20XW; Olympus) with a 480 × 480-μm field with 0.44 × 0.44 × 1.21-μm (X, Y, Z) resolution sampled with 1,024 pixels × 1,024 pixels at 19 frames per s.

**Image Mosaicking and Postprocessing.** Specimens were automatically scanned with a serpentine pattern using a high-precision linear stage with 250-nm repeatability (MLS203, Thorlabs). Serial depth sections were automatically acquired by motorized translation of the specimen. The stereo images were acquired to ensure the entire specimen surface was imaged in case a small specimen tilt caused a depth shift. Adjacent mosaic tiles were acquired with a 50% overlap to remove any edge artifacts during digital mosaicking and improve signal-to-noise by averaging. Field aberrations in each image tile were corrected in post-processing prior to mosaicking (Fig. S8). To overcome the limitations of commercial image viewers for gigapixel-sized datasets, stitched NLM images were converted to a hierarchical image format (Fig. S9, Deep Zoom; Microsoft) similar to Google Maps (Deep Zoom).

**Histological Assessment and Reading Protocol.** Embedded histological blocks were cut into 5-μm-thick sections at 10-μm steps over the imaging range of the corresponding NLM dataset to enable matching sections. Corresponding paraffin-embedded H&E sections were scanned at 20× magnification (Aperio) and converted to Deep Zoom datasets for visualization and assessment. Eleven datasets from the 179 specimens were discarded for poor depth mismatch between the NLM images and corresponding paraffin-embedded H&E depth sections. These data were from specimens that were inadequately flattened during embedding, causing an uneven surface during microtoming. The remaining datasets were divided into a 30-specimen training set and 138 reading set that included paired NLM and H&E images. Three pathologists were trained on paired NLM and H&E data and asked to identify histopathological subtypes on 138 randomized NLM images while blinded to the corresponding H&E sections. For each NLM dataset, pathologists were first presented with a maximum-intensity projection of all depth sections as a global overview of the specimen. This was particularly useful in tilted
specimens where individual depth sections were varying relative to the tissue surface. The visualization and reading software allowed the pathologist to pan and zoom in a region of interest and step through the depth sections in the NLM dataset for a given FOV. The final diagnoses for each NLM dataset were made using an individual depth section to avoid potential artifacts from the maximum-intensity image. Randomized corresponding H&E images were assessed 1 wk later to reduce memory confounders. H&E diagnoses were made on a single section, and NLM diagnoses were made based on several images acquired at depths spanning the H&E sectioning depth.

Statistical Analysis. NLM and corresponding H&E results were compared on a per-specimen basis for each pathologist reader. In addition to assessing individual histopathological subtypes, the subtypes were also grouped into benign, malignant, in situ, invasive, ductal, and lobular categories. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and 95% confidence intervals were calculated for each grouping for each individual pathologist, and results from all three pathologists were combined. Interobserver variability for histopathological diagnoses using NLM and standard H&E was compared by calculating the Fleiss’ κ.
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